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PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary of the
book and NOT the original book.A Spy
Among Friends by Ben Macintyre - A
30-minute Instaread SummaryInside this
Instaread Summary: Overview of the entire
book Introduction to the important people
in the book Summary and analysis of all
the chapters in the book Key Takeaways of
the book A Readers PerspectivePreview of
this book:Chapter OneAt the age of
twenty-two, Nicholas Elliott became a spy.
Elliotts father, Sir Claude Aurelius Elliott,
Headmaster at Eton College, had powerful
connections. When Elliott announced his
desire to join the intelligence service, his
father was able to arrange it for him.Elliott
attended prep school at Durnford, where he
endured horrific brutality, then to Eton and
Cambridge. He neither worked hard nor
excelled academically, but developed a
close friendship with Basil Fisher whose
death during the Battle of Britain had a
devastating effect on him.In 1938, Elliott
was invited to accompany Sir Nevile
Bland, a senior diplomat, to The Hague, the
seat of government in the Netherlands, to
serve as his honorary attache in the Foreign
Office. This opportunity provided his first
introduction into clandestine work, as well
as exposure to Hitler. He left The Hague
with the conviction that Hitler must be
stopped and the best way to do this was to
become a spyAbout the AuthorWith
Instaread Summaries, you can get the
summary of a book in 30 minutes or less.
We read every chapter, summarize and
analyze it for your convenience.
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Author Read an Excerpt More Table of Master storyteller Ben Macintyres most ambitious work to date brings to .
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not typical of public school lifea key theme of Macintyres is that PhilbyA Spy Among Friends has 10082 ratings and
1233 reviews. Master storyteller Ben Macintyres most ambitious work to date brings to life the A Spy Among Friends
was a New York Times Bestseller, a New York Times Book Review .. and personal life, including the jaw dropping
appointment of Philby as head of theA Spy Among Friends: Kim Philby and the Great Betrayal [Ben Macintyre, John le
Carre] on . Master storyteller Ben Macintyres most ambitious work to date brings to life the Walter Isaacson, New
York Times Book Review .. No matter if A Spy Among Friends contains few startling insights there is alwaysA Spy
Among Friends: Kim Philby and the Great Betrayal: Ben Macintyre, and a novelists eye for character, A Spy Among
Friends is one terrific book. This book consists of 300 pages I would have been happy had it been three times as long. .
It led me to reread my old copy of Rebecca Wests The New Meaning ofSummary of a Spy Among Friends: By Ben
Macintyre Includes Analysis. 2 likes. PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary of the book and NOT the original book. AA
Spy Among Friends Ben Macintyre ISBN: 9781408851784 Kostenloser Such a summary does no justice to
Macintyres marvellously shrewd and He is the author of nine previous books including Agent Zigzag, shortlisted His
life and career have been aptly analyzed by Phillip Knightley and Anthony Cave Brown.A Spy Among Friends: Philby
and the Great Betrayal by Ben Macintyre. Synopsis. Who is it for? About the author. A Spy Among Friends (2014)
details the life ofA Spy Among Friends: Kim Philby and the Great Betrayal Ben Macintyre, John and a novelists eye
for character, A Spy Among Friends is one terrific book. This book consists of 300 pages I would have been happy had
it been three times as long. His life and career have been aptly analyzed by Phillip Knightley and Booktopia has
Summary of a Spy Among Friends, By Ben Macintyre - Includes Analysis. Buy a discounted Paperback of Summary of
a SpyOur Reading Guide for A Spy Among Friends by Ben Macintyre includes Book Club Discussion Questions, Book
Reviews, Plot Summary-Synopsis and AuthorIf looking for a book by Ben Macintyre, John le Carre A Spy Among
Friends: Kim Philby and the (Book review) by countrys espionage history, including 2007s Agent Zigzag A spy
among friends intelligence analysis and reporting.Summary of a Spy Among Friends: By Ben Macintyre - Includes
Analysis [Instaread Summaries] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. PLEASEA Spy Among Friends: Kim
Philby and the Great Betrayal by [Macintyre, Ben . This book consists of 300 pages I would have been happy had it been
three . The title feature Kim Philby, is a fascinating character and quite frankly a monster. . It is an in-depth analysis as
to why Philby became a Russian agent and hisMaster storyteller Ben Macintyres most ambitious work to date brings to
life the files, A Spy Among Friends is Ben Macintyres best book yet, a high-water mark in .. It has all the suspense of a
good spy novel, and its characters are a complex This book consists of 300 pages I would have been happy had it been
three Title:Summary of A Spy Among Friends: by Ben Macintyre Includes AnalysisFormat:PaperbackDimensions:52
pages, 8 ? 5 ? 0.11A Spy Among Friends: Kim Philby and the Great Betrayal Ben Macintyre, John and a novelists eye
for character, A Spy Among Friends is one terrific book. This book consists of 300 pages I would have been happy had
it been three times as long. His life and career have been aptly analyzed by Phillip Knightley and
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